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1. Situation Summary
Lowen Play is the second largest arcade operator in Germany, mainly operating low-stakes, cash-operated
electronic gaming machines, as well as sports and other amusement machines for pure entertainment
purposes. Pre-COVID, the company followed a strategy of consolidating a fragmented market by acquiring
and integrating smaller operators at 2x - 3x EBITDA multiples to offset the closure of arcades at its multiconcessions gaming sites due to changes in regulations.
Regulatory uncertainty remains a headwind to improving financial metrics. Under the amended Gaming
Ordinance in Germany, the company must replace all its V1 gaming machines with V2 machines with an
unlocking card by end January 2021. As of Q4 2020, Lowen Play had replaced about 50% of its machines
with the remainder replaced progressively during the next two months. In addition, starting on July 1, 2021,
a new regulatory framework will be implemented where some states in Germany might allow land-based
gaming operators to have multi-concession sites for five-to-ten years and be allowed to operate up to 36
AWP machines per site as well as online gaming. There is some uncertainty as to which states will agree to
transition regulations, how many concessions per site would be provided, and for how long.
COVID-19 crisis a strong headwind - the appearance of COVID-19 in Q1 2020, the start of a second
national lockdown in Germany on the November 2, 2020, and recent extensions had the following impacts:
•
•

•

•

Lowen Play’s sites were forced to close in March 2020 and re-opened again in May 2020 (in
Germany) and July 2020 (in the Netherlands)
During the first lockdown in Q1 2020, the company took mitigating actions to contain damage to
EBITDA and liquidity - these measures included cost saving initiatives, negotiations with lessors to
reduce lease payments and adherence to government support schemes
During the second lockdown, all of the company’s arcade sites were closed with monthly cash burn
of €7 - €8 million before cash interest (but this includes €2.5 to €3 million short-term work subsidy
per month from the government)
Could receive €28m in German state aid subsidies for November and December 2020 if the EU
approves

Cash generative business with a bad corporate governance - Lowen Play is a classic private equity
owned roll-up story, that utilised an asset-lite leasing strategy, flexible cost structure, external debt and
cash flows from its existing arcade portfolio to acquire smaller family-owned arcade operators to build scale
and generate equity value. In addition, existing shareholders and management have opportunistically
extracted all its original equity via dividends or sold equity in the business via the past two bond issues.
High liquidity is Illusory - While the company currently has strong liquidity - given its cash burn rate, cash
interest costs and maintenance capex - liquidity may be cut materially by the spring of 2021 (in the absence
of state subsidies, shareholder support and re-opening of the arcades in Germany and the Netherlands)
and more if lockdowns are extended beyond February 2021
Elevated refinancing risk - Lowen Play has €390 million of debt due by August 2022, which becomes
current this August. The impact of the yet to be approved Interstate Treaty, COVID-19-related disruptions
and lack of asset coverage are expected to negatively impact credit metrics in 2021 and may lead to a
difficult debt refinancing discussion in H2 2021
•

•
•

As of Oct. 2020, the company had strong liquidity of €121.4 million (includes its fully drawn RCF),
management has showed discipline in executing counter measures to mitigate impact on business
operations and liquidity
Since November 2020, it has been burning cash and the risk of a pro-longed lockdown beyond Q1
2021 could create a new money need or shareholder injection to assist in refinancing discussions
However, there are four main unknowns that would affect the refinancing of the capital structure:
ü How long will the lockdowns last in Germany and the Netherlands?
ü How quickly will customers return to the arcades once lock downs are lifted - leading to
either a V-shaped or U-shaped improvement in financial and credit metrics?
ü Will the company secure additional state aid to improve its liquidity profile?
ü Appetite of shareholders in owning this business and supporting a debt refinancing?

Recovery analysis - Lowen Play’s valuation (estimated range: - €230 million to €310 million) and potential
new money need demonstrate that while the super senior RCF is covered, the senior secured notes could
be impaired under various scenarios. (see Section 13)
Upcoming catalysts – its Q4 2020 financial results expected by April 30, 2021. News flow around vaccine
distribution; ending of lockdowns in key Germany and Netherlands markets; receipt of additional state
subsidies. German state level approvals on the revised Interstate Treaty are due by April 30, 2021.

2. Capital Structure Summary

3. Corporate Structure

4. Security & Guarantees Summary
Debt Instruments

Borrower / Issuer

Security

Ranking

Share capital in Issuer / Guarantors. Big Five Mid Under Intercreditor Agreement, proceeds
S.A shareholder loan in Safari Beteilgungs GmbH,
from enforcement of collateral repays
Inter company receivables
Notes after RCF & hedging arrangements
Safari Holdings GmbH /
Under Intercreditor Agreement, proceeds
Revolving Credit Facility due Aug 2022
Safari Holding
Same security as Senior Secured Notes.
from enforcement of collateral repays
Verwaltungs GmbH
RCF before Notes
Senior Secured Notes due Nov. 2022

Safari Verwaltungs
GmbH

Subsidiaries
Name
Safari Beteiligungs GmbH - Parent Guarantor
Safari Holding GmbH - Subsidiary Guarantor
Safari Holding Verwaltungs GmbH - Subsidiary Guarantor
Lowen Play Grundstucks GmbH - Subsidiary Guarantor
Lowen Play GmbH - Subsidiary Guarantor
Lionline Entertainment GmbH & Co. KG, Bingen am Rhein - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Lionline Verwaltungs GmbH, Bingen am Rhein - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Leolicense GmbH, Bingen am Rhein - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Lowen Play digital GmbH, Bingen Am Rhein - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
LP Holding NL B.V, Dordrecht - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
R.M.I Amusement B.V, Hilversum - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Wezo Amusement B.V, Dordrecht - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Keet B.V, Amsterdam - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Bouwer B.V, Landsmeer - Non Gurantor Subsidiary
Palms Entertainment GmbH & Co. KG, Guxhagen - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Palms Verwaltungs GmbH, Guxhagen - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Palms Entertainment Schauenburg GmbH & Co. KG, Schauenburg - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Palms Schauenburg Verwaltungs GmbH, Schauenburg - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Playland Casino GmbH, Borken - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Copacabana B.V, Valkenburg - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
KOHA Wormerland B.V, Amersfoort - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
V.O.F Bouwer & Keet II, Almere - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
LP Holding MT Ltd., Gzira - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
LP ES PLC,Gzira - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Spiele-Palast GmbH, Berlin - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
KMS Spielstatten GmbH, Papenburg - Non Guarantor Subsidiary
Gesellschaft fur Spielerschutz und Pravention GmbH - Non Guarantor Subsidiary (33% equity stake)

Jurisdiction
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Malta
Malta
Germany
Germany
Germany

Source :- 5.375% Senior Secured Notes due 2022 bond prospectus, 2019 Financial Report

5. Credit Summary
Bingen, Germany-based Lowen Play is the country’s second largest operator of gaming arcades. It mainly
operates low-stakes, cash operated electronic gaming machines as well as sports and other amusement
machines for pure entertainment purposes. It also operates gaming arcades in the Netherlands. Lowen
Play has an online gaming platform in Schleswig Holstein, Germany - launched in February 2016 - which
represents a future growth opportunity if other states follow suit.
It has a network of 433 sites / 8,796 amusement machines with prizes (AWPs) in Germany and eight sites /
941 AWPs in the Netherlands as of September 30, 2020 under the “Lowen Play” brand which stands for a
quality customer experience, modern arcades, attractive locations and a diverse gaming machine offering.
Player Profile - 25% of its players are in the 18–24 age group; 32% of players in the 25-34 age group, 24%
of its players are 35-44, 10% of players are 45-54, just 8% of players are 55-64, with less than 2% being 65
and older. Lowen Play has a growing number of female players.
Flexible cost structure allows company to mitigate certain impacts of current and future regulatory
changes. Lowen Play leases all its AWP machines in Germany for terms of up to three-years – the
equipment can be returned to the supplier with just one month’s notice. It leases all of its arcade sites too.
This asset-lite model requires limited ongoing maintenance capital expenditures. Other cost items that are
a function of volume or revenue are employee benefits, entertainment tax (around 17% of revenues) and
costs of food & beverage. One-third of employees are on temporary contracts of less than two years.
Suppliers - Contractual arrangements for supply of AWPs and gaming machine contents are from three
main suppliers - Novomatic Group, Schmidt Gruppe, and Gauselmann - which compete with Lowen Play.
On-line gaming - Management expects the revised Interstate Treaty to legalise online gaming including
online sports gaming. In addition to its established online gaming platform in Schleswig Holstein, Lowen
Play launched an online virtual slot machine offering in October 2020 and acquired a license in Spain with a
€2m deposit to launch in Q1 2021. This segment does not generate material revenue or positive EBITDA,

although Lowen Play is targeting a 5% market share of a €2 billion gaming revenue market which may
require additional marketing investment (in single digit € millions).
As of December 2020, the company has 28,000 registered customers, €500,000 of deposits with €200,000
on hold. In December 2019, revenues from online gaming grew 47% due to the acquisition of Spiele-Palast
GmbH at the end of 2018 (less than 1% of 2019 revenues)
Competitive positioning - German and Dutch arcade market is fragmentated with 17% of the overall
market controlled by large vertically integrated arcade operators who also manufacture AWPs. Lowen Play
is the second largest operator (24% market share among large operators) and is the only player that is not
an AWP manufacturer, putting it in competition with its suppliers. Novomatic Group is the market leader
with a 36% market share among the large operators. Other large-scale competitors include Schmidt
Gruppe, Gauselmann, Kling Automaten and Harlekin.
Management - Tilman Brauch, the current CEO, has been with Lowen Play for 28-years and the current
CFO Stefan Schwenkedel for five-years. The senior management team have a proven track record of
growing the business integrating acquisitions and navigating regulatory changes.
Ownership History & Acquisitions - In 2001, Slot machine manufacturer NSM Group sold Lowen Play to
ABN Amro Ventures who in turn sold it to Waterland Private Equity. Existing shareholders - Ardian acquired
the company in April 2008 for an undisclosed valuation, with Cofima a minority shareholder since 2001. In
2016, the company entered the Dutch gaming market with the acquisition of seven arcade sites and
launched its online gaming platform in Schleswig-Holstein, Germany
Approx.12 arcades are leased to a Cofima subsidiary (one of Lowen Play’s shareholders) for 10-years.

Historical KPIs

Declining KPIs in 2020 reflect impact of COVID-19 (Closing, re-opening and again closing of arcades in the fall of 2020)

6. Regulatory Summary
Gaming Ordinance in Germany
The AWP regulations of the German Gaming Ordinance introduced on November 11, 2018 include the
manual start of games instead of auto-start, zero-setting of AWPs after three hours' playing time, and the
restriction that a player can request only one unlocking card from the arcade operator at a time, to limit the
amount of time and money spent on AWPs - maximum wager per game of €0.20, max, possible win of
€400 per hour & max possible loss of €60 per hour. The minimum playing time per game is five seconds
and there should be a break of five minutes after one hour - measures designed to lower consumer
demand. The transition period is expected to end by February 2021 when the ordinance is enacted.
Mixed impact on company - Lowen Play needs to replace all its V1 gaming machines with V2 machines
with an unlocking card by the end of January 2021. As of Q4 2020, it had replaced about 50% of its
machines. with the remainder replaced progressively over a two-month period. This change affected the
appeal of its gaming machines, with a wide utilization rate gap with V1 and V2 machines (approximately
40% versus 25% as of November 2018) and thus substantially lower profitability per machine. However,
during H2 2019 and 2020 the gap narrowed as a result of various countermeasures implemented by the
company with consumers getting used to the unlocking card. In addition, since it leases its AWP
machines, there is no risk of impairment from replacing the V1 model.

Source: Lowen Play Q3 2020 Financial Results
Interstate Treaty
This treaty determines the minimum distance between arcades, multi-concession sites and other places of
social congregation (set between 100 metres to 500 metres in various states), on track to be written into
state law by July 1, 2021. The revised treaty allows various transition regulations, which may vary from
state to state. Under these, some states might allow land-based gaming operators to have multi-concession
sites for five-to-ten years beyond July 2021 and be allowed to operate up to 36 AWP machines per site.
The treaty is also expected to officially legalise online gaming, including sports gaming (both online and
offline). The regulation will be in the form of virtual gambling machines and casino games. Stakes shall be
limited to €1,000 per gamer per calendar month across all providers and all gambling formats.
At the end of March 2020, the Prime Ministers of the various states agreed jointly on a Revised Interstate
Treaty on Gambling (“Glücksspielneuregulierungsstaatsvertrag” - the GlüNeuRStV). In September 2020,
the Treaty received EU notification. Following the ratification of the Interstate Treaty, all the Federal states
have to codify the new framework into state-by-state regulations. At least 13 of the 16 state parliaments
have to ratify it by April 30, 2021 to meet the July 1, 2021 deadline.
Mixed impact on company - According to S&P, Lowen Play is expected to lose 20% - 25% of its
machines due to the new treaty from July 2021 onwards which may be offset by higher utilisation and
spend per machine. However due to the legalisation of online gaming, the company is expected to gain
additional sources of revenue and growth (albeit with upfront marketing cost to grow the online business).
Other regulations that affect the company include the Trade Regulation Act at the federal level which
includes legal requirements to ensure the orderly conduct of commercial operations in Germany and
German Town and Country Planning Code and zoning plans of the municipalities

7. Historical Cash Flows & Liquidity Drivers

Impact of amended Gaming Ordinance in Germany

Impact of COVID-19

8. Value Drivers - Sector & Company Level
Lowen Play operates in the land-based and to a lesser extent online gaming market in Germany and the
Netherlands.The German gaming market is regulated at the federal level (Bundesebene), state level
(Landesebene) and the municipal level (Gemeindeebene). Online gaming is only offered by offshore
operators and licensed operators in the state of Schleswig-Holstein (until the Interstate Treaty comes into
operation in July 2021 - which will have a positive impact on the online segment).
The German gaming market is measured using two metrics - Turnover, total amount of wagers collected
from players; and Gross Gaming Revenues (GGR) Turnover less amount paid to players as winnings.
Germany is the third largest gaming market in the European Union in 2016 with GGR of €13.8bn

Low GGR (% of GDP) in Germany & the Netherlands vs. its peers in the EU imply a relatively low
penetration rate.The German gaming machine market is approx. 50% of of overall GGR and turnover and
is the largest and fastest growing segment. Installed base of gaming machines have remained constant
and are expected to decline in the future.
Industry drivers - Positive legislation in 2006 allowed for modernisation of machines and games,
emergence of multiple games on single machines and faster playing cycles. Going forward with the
enactment of the amended Gaming Ordinance and Interstate Treaty, gaming machine GGR is expected to
decline due to reduction in the number of arcade sites and AWP machines per site (offset by increases in
average spend and utilisation per machine)
Customer criteria for choosing gaming arcades - Location, quality of game mix, atmosphere, service,
brand size, advertising and word of mouth.
Competitive Landscape - The German and Dutch arcade market is highly fragmentated with 9,100 plus
total arcades, with the majority of operators running a single or a small number of arcades.The six largest
operators of arcade games (including Lowen Play) own around 17% of installed arcades. The industry is
ripe for consolidation.
Company Level Drivers
-

Given fragmentated industry structure (see above), the biggest driver of value and
tailwind to revenues will be acquiring smaller arcade operators at low multiples of 2x 3x (EV / EBITDA)

-

Biggest headwinds are and going forward will be changes in regulations (see Section
6 on Regulatory Summary) which will also affect smaller players in the industry and
accelerate consolidation and M&A activity. However, management has a proven track
record of cost discipline to offset the top-line volatility going forward.

-

Online strategy: - Has introduced online products and acquired a licence in Spain.
Management is targeting a 5% market share of a total addressable market of €2
billion in the long term.

Source: - Lowen Play Senior Secured Notes OM

-

Among the four largest operators, Lowen Play is the only operator of arcade games
not engaged in the manufacturing of AWP machines. The company leases its AWP
machines from the below players

-

Novomatic, Gauselmann and the Schmidt Gruppe also act as upstream
manufacturers offering wholesale machines for distribution and sale.

9. Key Risk Factors & Unknowns
• Headwinds to top-line growth from revised gaming ordinance in Germany and Interstate Treaty
• Competition from other large arcade operators (e.g. Admiral Play), substitutes, such as casinos,
online gambling, sports betting, lotteries, video games, online gaming and other entertainment
• Timing and pace of recovery from COVID-19 as traffic starts returning to the arcades
• Timing of the end of the lockdowns in Germany and the Netherlands
• Lowen Play might be impacted by recession, rising unemployment and its negative impact on
discretionary spending in Germany and the Netherlands
• Reliant on leases for its AWP machines which will have a negative impact on cash burn in a no
revenue / lockdown environment
• Lowen Play depends on a concentrated base of third-party suppliers (including its biggest direct
competitor) - lack of access to new AWP machines & leases on reasonable terms may limit
growth
• Reliant on M&A - which increases execution and integration risk and may lead to higher costs
• Lack of asset coverage for creditors as primary cash generating assets (AWP machines) are
leased
• Execution risk and unknown associated with acquiring more aid from the German government to
strengthen liquidity
• Elevated refinancing risk with €390 million of debt maturing in August 2022 which must be
tackled in 2021
• Low exposure to high growth online gambling - high execution risk as this requires marketing
investment to scale up
• Over-leveraged capital structure given weakening credit metrics going forward
• Positioning of lead shareholders in the context of debt refinancing and appetite for additional
equity injections
10. Valuation - Lowen Play can be valued in three ways:
•

Public market comparables - Lowen Play’s nearest peer is Austrian gaming conglomerate –
Novomatic, which is a private company. Listed European pure-play arcade businesses are rare
and part of larger more diversified companies. Therefore, the nearest comps to Lowen Play would
be International Gaming Technology (IGT), Entain, Playtech and Dave & Busters (PLAY)

•

Private market comparables - M&A transactions of arcade and retail facing gambling companies

•

Discounted cashflow: - The company has been historically run to maximise cash flows, given its
high margins and low capex, and pay dividends to its shareholders. Therefore, the DCF
methodology would involve projecting free cashflows for five years (post ending of lockdown) with
a low EV / EBITDA multiple for the terminal value under various discount rates
Public market comparables

Source: - Bloomberg

Private market comparables

Based on the peers above Lowen Play has higher regulatory headwinds, a more concentrated product and
geographical mix, with slightly higher EBITDA margins. In addition, it lacks the scale and diversification of
the above companies with fewer refinancing options as it has no access to public equity markets.
Therefore, the company should be valued on a ‘no M&A basis’ at the low end of the above valuation ranges
of EV / Revenue of 0.5x / 0.6x given the lack of organic top line growth; and EV / EBITDA of 4.0x - 4.3x
given lack of scale and diversification on post COVID-19 revenues and EBITDA. We assume it remains as
ongoing concern and refinances its capital structure, with a 3x terminal value on run-down/cash cow basis.

Pre-Covid
EBITDA

95

Based on the various methodologies detailed above (conservative assumptions based on U-shaped
recovery, no improvement in margins and no M&A to offset the headwinds to revenues from the new
regulations) - Lowen Play’s valuation range is between €230 million to €310 million as an ongoing
concern which is below the total debt stack
As the majority of its assets consist of goodwill and intangibles - a liquidation of Lowen Play would
provide minimum value to creditors

11. Stakeholder Analysis

Debt incurrence - under existing Senior Secured Notes documentation
•
•
•
•

Greater of €40 million and 32.5% of Consolidated EBITDA
Purchase Money / Capital Lease Obligations: - €15 million
General Indebtedness: - Greater of €20 million and 16.3% of Consolidated EBITDA
General Permitted Liens: - €10 million

12. Refinancing Scenario Analysis

13. Estimated Recoveries & New Money Need
Cash burn & Pro forma liquidity

Assumptions: - Lockdowns in Germany and the Netherlands will be gradually lifted in April with traffic and
revenues making a gradual recovery in Q2/Q3 2021. In addition, no state subsidies are received.
New Money Need: - Pro forma liquidity calculated until July 31, 2021, as the current debt stack becomes
current in August 2021. At this stage Lowen Play will need to think about its refinancing options
incorporating the projected liquidity position.
Given the cash balance/liquidity of €66m, the company may need up to €50m - €60m of new money (to
bring liquidity back to €120m+) allowing it runway towards a full recovery from the COVID-19 crisis. In
addition, Lowen Play has applied for €28m of aid from the German government - should it be successful in
its application (an unknown at this point), its new money requirements will be lower.
Recovery Analysis
Methodology: Recovery calculations focused on Senior Secured Notes under three different scenarios:

The €40m revolving credit facility is fully covered by €56.3m of property & equipment on the balance sheet
(as per Q3 2020 financial report) given its super senior ranking in the capital structure (See Section 4)
Scenario I

Scenario II

Scenario III

As seen above under various scenarios - the Senior Secured Notes are impaired and vulnerable to a haircut in refinancing
discussions with the company and its shareholders. This is not being reflected in the secondary trading level of the Notes so far…

